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Introduction

A binding, clearly defined expansion of California's clean energy goals 
through a clarified Clean Energy Standard expansion of SB 100 will 
allow California to ensure its citizens enjoy affordable, clean energy 
while the state works to meet the Paris Agreement goals and spur energy 
innovation job creation.

This policy framework concept paper provides a brief overview of the 
six critical policy elements that should comprise the foundation of the 
next iteration of the state's efforts to create an affordable, clean energy 
future for California families. Additional research, source materials, and 
expanded analysis are available from the author upon request.



The Six Elements of 
a Clean Energy Standard

1. Define Target Expansion
a. Binding standard, evolving from 60% RPS to 

80% CES
b. Phase-in through 2038

2. Define Clean Energy Technology
a. "Qualifying Clean Energy Technology"
b. Emissions Weighted, Technology Neutral

3. Cost Control
a. Social Cost of Carbon
b. Zero Emissions Credit Price Point

4. Pre-emption of Overlapping Mandates
5. Liability Limitation for Power Producers
6. Ensure Low Carbon Imported Electrons



Target Expansion
California should take the next bold step toward electricity sector de-carbonization 
by phasing in a hybrid, binding 60% RPS to 80% CES by 2038.

The binding 80% standard and 2038 deadline reflect the goals of the Paris 
Agreement. In order to make full compliance feasible and accelerate the transition 
to zero carbon, the standard should evolve from an RPS to a CES over time. 

This phased-in benchmark also optimizes opportunities for regionalization and 
interstate tradeable zero-carbon credits based on the standards currently in place 
in other states. 

Date        Target        Type
Dec 31, 2020  33%            RPS
Dec 31, 2026  50%            RPS
Dec 31, 2030  60%            RPS
Dec 31, 2033  68%            CES
Dec 31, 2036  76%            CES
Dec 31, 2038  80%            CES
Suggested Phase In Time-Line



Define Clean Energy Technology

California's present strictly defined state renewable procurement and benchmark 
goals do not clearly define "zero carbon resources" or "clean energy" or for SB 
100's 100% zero carbon energy goal. The law instead directs the California Energy 
Commission and the California Air Resources Board to set parameters for this 
target.

Expanding the binding target to become an 80% CES by 2038 creates the 
opportunity to statutorily define what qualifies as clean energy or zero carbon. 
Two good options are available. Option I expressly defines "Qualifying Zero 
Emissions Technology." Option II uses an emissions weighted, technology neutral 
standard. Option II is not unlike the California Low Carbon Fuel Standard, which 
also considers carbon intensity for compliance purposes.

Step one before proceeding with either option is to define "zero carbon." A clear, 
science informed definition is needed to set up a technology neutral approach that 
offers maximum emissions reduction potential while providing utilities with the 
certainty they need to plan to meet the binding CES goals. 

The zero carbon definition should require that zero emissions sources meet a 
point source target that maintains an equilibrium 2 degrees Celsius target. 
Currently, when benchmarked to a 100-year global warming potential standard, 
100g CO2e/kwh point source emissions will qualify. The definition could either 
specify the 100g CO2e/kwh standard, or benchmark to the 100-year global 
warming potential target to allow for adjustments over time.



Options to Define Clean Energy Technology

"Qualifying Clean Energy Technology"
• Defines "Zero carbon resources" as ones meeting or

exceeding the 100g CO2e/kwh point source emissions
standard.

• Draws a clear boundary for which technologies will qualify
as compliant or receive zero-emissions credits.

• Stringent benchmark promotes development of new
power source and retrofitting of current power sources.

• Caveat: Utilizing a singular acceptable level of emissions,
effective immediately, may render incremental retrofitting
irrelevant and increase compliance costs.

Emissions Weighted, Technology Neutral

• Defines zero carbon at the same 100g CO2e/kwh level.
• The difference is that sources of power will be able to accrue

partial Zero Emissions Credits (ZEC) as they advance toward
becoming a clean energy source.

• The assigning of ZECs and partial ZECs is done through a
formula that compares the emission levels of the plant to the
zero carbon definition.

• By allowing power producers to accrue of partial ZECs, the
cost of compliance drops as more technologies will be
compliant over time.

• To ensure that power sources continue to become cleaner,
the minimal level of cleanliness needed to accrue any ZEC,
partial or full, should rise over time and be tied to the level
of procurement required to meet the RPS/CES.

• A plan that incorporates Option II may help control the costs
of electricity sector de-carbonization, as it will provide a
pathway for the electricity sector to use low cost, lower
emissions fuels, such as natural gas, as part of their
compliance plan.

• Option II may also provide a more ready compliance
pathway for power producers utilizing carbon capture and
sequestration technologies.



Cost Control

California families want clean energy, but they need affordable energy, too. The risk 
of sharp price increases may grow as California's grid incorporates large amounts of 
intermittent energy sources to meet the 60% RPS mandate. Policymakers should 
insulate California families from potential "rate shock" with a cost control 
mechanism. 

At the very least, the costs of the RPS/CES should not exceed the benefits of the 
program. This is a time-honored standard of environmental regulatory law. 
Compliance levers should be added that protect affordable energy for California 
families in the case the compliance costs exceed the environmental benefits 
provided by the policy.

Two interesting cost control cap standards are the social cost of carbon, as 
set by a designated state or federal agency, or a zero emissions credit price 
point relative to present electricity costs. 



Cost Control Price Benchmark Options

Social Cost of Carbon

• Benchmark the maximum cost of compliance to
the "social cost of carbon."

• Use a social cost of carbon as set by a state or
federal government agency.

• If compliance costs are in excess of the social cost
of carbon/per ton, the power provider will instead
pay an offset fee equal to the social cost of
carbon per ton of CO2 to the California Public
Utilities Commission.

• These funds could be deposited into the Electric
Program Investment Charge (EPIC) Fund.

Zero Emissions Credit Price Point

• Benchmark maximum compliance costs to either
a real-time or set ZEC price point, relative to
current power rates.

• i.e. If the price point of available ZECs exceeds
$80/ton of CO2, an increase of 5% over today's
rates, the purchasing power provider would
instead pay an offset fee of $80/ton of CO2 to
the California Public Utilities Commission.

• These funds could be deposited into the EPIC
Fund.



Pre-emption and 
Liability Limitation

Pre-emption and Suspension of  Overlapping Mandates
The policy should expressly pre-empt or suspend overlapping mandates to 
prevent unintended negative outcomes. Leaving pre-existing mandates in 
place might:

• Undercut the goals of a clean energy standard
• Complicate compliance where mandates conflict
• Create undue, duplicative regulatory compliance

burden

To ensure a technology neutral policy, it is critically important that any carve-
outs for specific technologies in other laws or policies do not extend beyond the 
60% RPS mandate.

Liability Limitation for Power Producers
Compliant power producers and their energy commodity supply chain providers 
should receive a cap on their liability in tort for climate change damages shown 
to be caused, in part, by their historic and current carbon emissions. This 
liability limitation cap could also be tied to the social cost of carbon or another 
objective cost control benchmark.

With the advent of prominent climate litigation, such as Juliana vs. United States 
of America , the children's climate lawsuit, energy producers are reasonably 
concerned about their potential liability for climate change damages. Rewarding 
power producers for good faith compliance with a liability cap will create 
certainty around their exposure to potential climate change damages in 
California. A liability cap is critical to enabling power producers to continue to 
provide the affordable energy services California families need.



Ensure Low Carbon Imported Electrons

California must guarantee the integrity of its clean energy grid. Electrons used in 
California but generated in other states need to either be certified as low carbon 
through a reputable process, or they need to originate in states with similar clean 
energy goals. 

Another option is a tradeable interstate zero carbon credits program. Such an 
initiative could lower the cost of CES compliance and create incentives for zero 
carbon generation across the western grid.
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